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INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2006, the Florida legislature enacted Section 626.9541(1)(dd), Florida Statutes to prohibit 

insurers from placing limitations on the issuance of life insurance products based on an 

individual’s past foreign travel experiences or future foreign travel plans. The law requires the 

Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) to submit a report to the President of the Senate and 

the Speaker of the House of Representatives annually by March 1 regarding Life Insurance 

Limitations Based on Foreign Travel Experiences. The report is required to include the number of 

applications under which life insurance was denied, continuance was refused, or coverage was 

limited based on future travel plans; the number of insurers taking such action, and the reason for 

taking each action. 

 

To ensure conformance with the law, OIR annually conducts a Freedom to Travel data call 

requiring insurers with an active Certificate of Authority and authorization to write life, variable 

annuity, group life and annuities, variable life, and fraternal life insurance lines of business in 

Florida to report the data listed above. 

 

SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 

 

For the 2023 reporting year, OIR identified 439 insurers authorized to write life, variable annuity, 

group life and annuities, variable life, and fraternal life insurance lines of business in Florida. 

These insurers were required to submit responses to the Freedom to Travel data call by January 

31, 2023. Of the 439 entities required to file data, 234 reported processing more than 1.5 million 

life insurance applications in Florida during calendar year 2023. Sixty-nine insurers reported 

asking questions related to foreign travel on applications for life insurance. Seven of the 69 insurers 

reported taking one or more of the following actions:  

 

• Coverage was refused or denied based on future foreign travel;  

• A request for continuation of coverage was refused or denied based on future foreign 

travel;  

• Coverage was limited based on future foreign travel; or 

• A variance was utilized by the insurer based on travel to Afghanistan or Iraq. 

 

Coverage Refused or Denied Based on Future Foreign Travel 

 

Six insurers reported refusing or denying coverage based on future foreign travel.  

 

• Four applications for life insurance were denied due to an underwriting error.  

• One application for life insurance was denied due to travel to Haiti, which poses 

significant risk of loss due to political and civil unrest and instability, gang violence and 

disease outbreak, among other threats to human life.  

• Ten applications for life insurance were denied due to travel outside of the United States 

for more than 180 days.  
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• Two applications for life insurance were denied due to travel to Iraq and Afghanistan.  

 

A Request for Continuation of Coverage was Refusal or Denied Based on Future Foreign 

Travel 

 

No insurers reported refusing or denying a request for a continuation of coverage based on future 

foreign travel. 

 

Coverage Was Limited Based on Future Foreign Travel 

 

• One application for life insurance was rejected by the applicant after an additional 

premium was charged by the insurer based on future foreign travel. 

 

Variance for Travel to Afghanistan or Iraq  

 

In 2007, OIR issued an Order granting a variance with respect to travel to Afghanistan or Iraq. 

The Order permits insurers to refuse to issue coverage to applicants who plan to travel to 

Afghanistan or Iraq. OIR has extended the term of the Order eight times. The most recent 

extension is effective until June 15, 2024.  

 

• Three insurers reported using the variance during calendar year 2023, for 13 applications 

for life insurance.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Freedom to Travel data call was designed to review and evaluate insurer compliance with 

Section 626.9541(1)(dd), Florida Statutes which prohibits insurers from placing limitations on the 

issuance of life insurance products based on an individual’s past foreign travel experiences or 

future foreign travel plans. Based on the findings of this report, it appears the majority of the 

insurers issuing life insurance to Florida consumers are maintaining compliance with the law. This 

report does not document what regulatory or administrative action may be taken by OIR for 

insurers deemed to be out of compliance. Any such action will be the subject of a separate Order 

issued by OIR. 
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EXHIBIT A 

 
Section 626.9541(1)(dd), Florida Statutes:  

Life insurance limitations based on past foreign travel experiences or future foreign travel 

plans 

 

1. An insurer may not refuse life insurance to; refuse to continue the life insurance of; or limit 

the amount, extent, or kind of life insurance coverage available to an individual based solely on 

the individual’s past lawful foreign travel experiences. 

2. An insurer may not refuse life insurance to; refuse to continue the life insurance of; or limit 

the amount, extent, or kind of life insurance coverage available to an individual based solely on 

the individual’s future lawful travel plans unless the insurer can demonstrate and the Office of 

Insurance Regulation determines that:  

a. Individuals who travel are a separate actuarially supportable class whose risk of loss 

is different from those individuals who do not travel; and 

b. Such risk classification is based upon sound actuarial principles and actual or 

reasonably anticipated experience that correlates to the risk of travel to a specific 

destination. 

3. The commission may adopt rules pursuant to ss. 120.536(1) and 120.54 necessary to 

implement this paragraph and may provide for limited exceptions that are based upon national or 

international emergency conditions that affect the public health, safety, and welfare and that are 

consistent with public policy. 

4. Each market conduct examination of a life insurer conducted pursuant to s. 624.3161 shall 

include a review of every application under which such insurer refused to issue life insurance; 

refused to continue life insurance; or limited the amount, extent, or kind of life insurance issued, 

based upon future lawful travel plans. 

5. The administrative fines provided in s. 624.4211(2) and (3) shall be trebled for violations of 

this paragraph. 

6. The Office of Insurance Regulation shall report to the President of the Senate and the 

Speaker of the House of Representatives by March 1, 2007, and on the same date annually 

thereafter, on the implementation of this paragraph.  The report shall include, but not be limited 

to, the number of applications under which life insurance was denied, continuance was refused, 

or coverage was limited based on future travel plans; the number of insurers taking such action; 

and the reason for taking each such action. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0100-0199/0120/Sections/0120.536.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0100-0199/0120/Sections/0120.54.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0600-0699/0624/Sections/0624.3161.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0600-0699/0624/Sections/0624.4211.html
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EXHIBIT B 

Rule 69O-125.003, Florida Administrative Code: 

Unfair Discrimination Because of Travel Plans 

(1) No insurer nor person authorized to engage in the business of insurance in the State of

Florida shall refuse to issue or refuse to continue any policy, contract or certificate of insurance of 

any individual, or limit the amount, extent or kind of insurance coverage offered to an individual, 

an accident, disability or health insurance policy or certificate, because of the intent of the applicant 

to engage in future lawful foreign travel or based upon past lawful foreign travel, unless the insurer 

can demonstrate that insureds who have traveled or intend to travel are a separate actuarially 

supportable class whose risk of loss is different from those insureds who have not traveled and do 

not intend to travel. 

(2) No insurer nor person authorized to engage in the business of insurance in the State of

Florida, shall, in determining the rates charged an applicant for coverage under any policy, contract 

or certificate of life insurance, annuity contract, accident, disability or health insurance, issued or 

to be issued to be delivered to any resident of this state, consider the intent of the applicant to 

engage in future lawful foreign travel or past lawful travel of the applicant, unless the insurer can 

demonstrate that insureds who have traveled or intend to travel are a separate actuarially 

supportable class whose risk of loss is different from those insureds who have not traveled and do 

not intend to travel. 

(3) No insurer nor person authorized to engage in the business of insurance in the State of

Florida shall refuse to issue any policy, contract or certificate of life insurance to or refuse to 

continue any policy, contract or certificate of life insurance of any individual or limit the amount, 

extent or kind of life insurance coverage offered to an individual based solely on the individual’s 

past lawful foreign travel. 

(4) No insurer nor person authorized to engage in the business of insurance in the State of

Florida shall refuse to issue any policy, contract or certificate of life insurance to or refuse to 

continue any policy, contract or certificate of life insurance of an individual, or limit the amount, 

extent or kind of life insurance coverage offered an individual based solely on the individual’s 

future lawful foreign travel plans unless the insurer can demonstrate that individuals who travel 

are a separate actuarially supportable class whose mortality risk is different from that of individuals 

who do not travel, and that such risk classification is based on sound actuarial principles and actual 

or reasonably anticipated experience that correlates to the risk of travel to a specific destination. 

(5) An insurer shall file for approval information demonstrating that individuals who travel to

a specific destination constitute a separate actuarially supportable class. The insurer shall not 

utilize such information within any underwriting decision resulting in a refusal to issue, refusal to 

continue, limitation on amount, extent or kind of life insurance coverage available to an individual 

until the Office has first approved the filing and determined that the insurer has demonstrated that 

the underwriting proposed meets compliance with the standards of section 626.9541(1)(dd), F.S. 
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Nothing in this rule prevents an insurer from asking questions about foreign travel on an 

application in order to compile information provided such information is not used in any 

underwriting decision unless the insurer has received prior approval from the Office. 

(6) In determining individuals who travel are a separate actuarially supportable class whose 

risk of loss is different from those individuals who do not travel based on sound actuarial principles 

and actual or reasonably anticipated experience that correlates to the risk of travel to a specific 

destination, insurers shall: 

(a) Have performed a detailed actuarial analysis detailing the specific impact of the 

proposed risk; 

(b) Demonstrate that all similar risks with similar risk exposure are similarly treated and 

that the risk is outside of the underwriting parameters that the insurer is accepting for its 

maximum rated risks; 

(c) Use statistically credible data that is specific and relevant to the analysis and risk being 

evaluated, that is, using a country population death rate is not relevant to the analysis of 

the risk of short-term travel.  In the absence of actual experience, an actuary may submit 

for the Office’s consideration clear actuarial evidence, including clinical experience or 

expert opinion relied upon by the actuary that demonstrates to the Office that differences 

in risk are related to the travel; 

(d) Disclose the range of underwriting and rating options and how each is supported by the 

analysis; 

(e) Maintain a report prepared by the actuary providing the information used and relied 

upon by the actuary in preparing his conclusions, including but not limited to: summarizing 

the source, basis and relevancy of data used, the impact of the risk on expected loss, the 

range of expected loss within the underwriting class and how the proposed travel risk falls 

inside or outside of such underwriting range, the analysis performed and the basis of any 

conclusions reached. Such report shall disclose how compliance with all appropriate 

actuarial standards of practice is met and specifically detail any standards that are not. 

(7) In accordance with section 626.9541(1)(dd)3., F.S., an insurer may file a petition for a 

variance or waiver with the Office for a limited exception from the statute and this rule. The 

petition shall contain supporting information demonstrating that the requested limited exception(s) 

are based upon national or international emergency conditions that affect the public health, safety, 

and welfare and are consistent with public policy. 

(8)(a) Insurers are required to maintain the following data. The data for each calendar year 

shall be submitted to the Office annually by January 31 of the following year: 

1. The number of applications under which a policy or certificate of life insurance was 

denied, 
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2. The number of applications under which a policy or certificate of life insurance’s 

continuation was refused; and, 

3. The number of applications under which a policy or certificate of life insurance 

coverage was limited. 

(b) For each specific case, the insurer shall provide the reason for taking such action. 

(c) For each case the insurer shall provide a brief summary, prepared by an actuary, of the 

supporting data and analysis used in taking such action for such specific destination. Such 

underlying data and analysis shall be available upon request of the Office. 

(9)(a) Violation of this rule constitutes unfair discrimination prohibited by sections 

626.9541(1)(g) and (dd), F.S. 

(b) An insurer that uses past travel or future lawful travel in underwriting decisions without 

having first filed and received approval of the Office shall, among other administrative 

penalties: 

1. Provide restitution to all applicants or insureds that were negatively acted upon by 

the insurer, 

2. Issue the coverage applied for which was rejected, subject to the applicants option 

of the effective date being the date of application or the current date; and 

3. Pay any valid claim of an applicant incurred subsequent to the initial application 

date. 

(10) “Travel” shall not include “residency” or relocation for employment. An individual who 

is absent from the United States for more than one hundred eighty (180) consecutive days and has 

established a residence in a foreign country during that period is considered to be residing in that 

country. Residency in a foreign country is not considered “foreign travel” for purposes of this rule. 

Rulemaking Authority 626.9541(1)(dd)3., 626.9611 FS. Law Implemented 626.951, 626.9521, 

626.9541(1)(g), (dd) FS. History–New 7-6-06, Amended 11-1-07, 1-9-19. 

  



FILED 

SEP o' � 2022 

INSURANCE�110N 
Dockded by: __ 

OFFICE OF INSURANCE REGULATION 

DAVID ALTMAIER 

COMMISSIONER 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

CASE NO.: 297086-22 
Petition to Amend and Extend Variance from 
Rule 690-125.003, by Transamerica Life 
Insurance Company 

- -----------------

ORDER APPROVING EXTENSION OF VARIANCE 

THIS CAUSE came on for consideration upon Transamerica Life Insurance Company 

("Transamerica"), formerly known as Transamerica Premier Life Insurance Company, and 

previous to this as Monumental Life Insurance Company, filing a Petition for variance from Rule 

690-125.003, F.A.C. ( the "Petition"), with the Florida Office oflnsurance Regulation ("Office"),

pursuant to Section 120.542, Florida Statutes. After a complete review of the entire record, and 

upon consideration thereof and being otherwise fully advised in the premises, the Office finds as 

follows: 

I. The Office has jurisdiction over Transamerica and the subject matter of this

proceeding. 

2. Transamerica is a foreign life and health insurer authorized to transact insurance

business in the state of Florida pursuant to a Certificate of Authority issued by the Office in 

accordance with Chapter 624, Part III, Florida Statutes. 
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NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE RIGHTS 

Pursuant to Sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, and Rule 28-106, Florida 
Administrative Code, you have the right to request a hearing to contest this action by the Office of 
Insurance Regulation (Office). Your request for a hearing must be in writing and directed to: 

Agency Clerk 
Office of Insurance Regulation 
64 7 Larson Building 
200 East Gaines Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0300 

The request must be transmitted by U.S. Mail or private express mail service, or hand-delivered. 
Requests transmitted by facsimile transmission or electronic mail will not be accepted for filing. 
Your request for a hearing must be received by the Office at the above address not later than 
twenty-one (21) days from the date on which you receive this notice. Any document received by 
the Office before 5:00 p.m. shall be filed as of that day but any document received after 5:00 p.m. 
shall be filed as of 8:00 a.m. on the next regular business day. If you do not timely file a request, 
your right to a hearing shall be deemed waived and the Office's agency action will be final. 

If you desire to challenge this agency action and do not dispute the material facts as found by the 
Office, you may request a hearing pursuant to Sections 120.569 and 120.57(2), Florida Statutes. A 
request for hearing not involving disputed issues of material fact must comply with the content 
requirements of Section 120.569(1 ), Florida Statutes, and Rule 28-106.201, Florida Administrative 
Code. 

If you desire to challenge this agency action and dispute the material facts as found by the Office, 
you may request a hearing pursuant to Sections 120.569 and 120.57(1), Florida Statutes. A request 
for hearing involving disputed issues of material fact must comply with the content requirements 
of Section 120.569(1), Florida Statutes, and Rule 28-106.201, Florida Administrative Code. 

A request that is not in substantial compliance with the applicable rules and statutes will be 
dismissed. 

Any request for a hearing received prior to the date of this notice shall be deemed abandoned 
unless timely renewed in compliance with the guidelines as set out above. 

Mediation under section 120.573, Florida Statutes, is not available for this agency action. 
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